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We will introduce the notion of a ring with a positive cone, and will construct the
associated K -semigroup and K -semigroup as functors, which can be considered1 2
as some positive analogue of the usual K -group and K -group. Then we will study1 2
explicit structures of them for various cases, especially for fields. Q 2000 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 6 Lusztig showed that for any reductive algebraic group G over any
field F for which a suitable ‘‘positive subset’’ F of elements has beenq
singled out, there is defined a corresponding ‘‘positive subsemigroup’’
Ž .S F,F of G and also showed that the semigroups constructed in this wayq
share many remarkable properties, including a very natural ‘‘positive’’
representation theory. This theory is an elegant extension of the theory of
positive and totally positive matrices which has been studied on and off for
w x Ž .nearly a century 3, 4, 9 , in which G s GL R and the set of positiven
w xelements is just the usual set of positive real numbers. More directly 6
w xhas its origins in the papers of Whitney 12 in which she shows that the
totally positive n = n matrices form a semigroup which is generated by the
Želementary and diagonal totally positive matrices see Section 4 for defini-
.tions . The elementary totally positive elements are those from the one
parameter semigroups with positive coefficients corresponding to the sim-
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ple roots, and it is this interpretation that Lusztig used to make his
generalization to other reductive groups.
ŽThinking of Whitney’s result in the context of algebraic K-theory cf.
w x. Ž .8 , it may be interpreted as saying that some ‘‘positive’’ form of SK n, R1
Ž . =is trivial, or that K n, R, R s R . In this paper we define positive1 q q
versions of both functors K and K in the case of the groups GL and SL.1 2
The construction of the positive version of K is accomplished by intro-2
w xducing, in the spirit of 6 , a positive version of the Steinberg group, St.
Although the calculations involved are rather straightforward once suit-
able definitions are in place, it is still remarkable how the positivity is
preserved in the crucial places.
The process that we use to produce positive Steinberg functors is
applicable to produce relative Steinberg functors for all simply laced root
systems or for all non-symplectic root systems, and also some of our results
can be extended to all reduced root systems. But in this paper we have
restricted our attention to the situation around SL and GL.
The main theorems are stated in Section 6 and are proved in Section 7.
We use here the notation Z for a cyclic group of order m, and Z form
Z .‘
2. GROUP-SEMIGROUP PAIRS
Ž .We begin by defining a category GSg. Its objects are pairs G, S
consisting of a group G and a subsemigroup S of G. We will always
assume that the identity element 1 s 1 of G lies in S, so in fact ourG
˜semigroups are monoids with the cancellation property. A morphism u
Ž . Ž .between pairs G, S and G9, S9 is a pair consisting of a group homomor-
< Ž .phism u : G “ G9 and its restriction u to S, for which u S ; S9. WeS
˜ ˜Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .define the kernel of a morphism u to be ker u s ker u , ker u l S .
˜ ˜Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Similarly, the image of u is im u s u G , u S .
Ž .Let G, S g GSg and suppose that N is a normal subgroup of G. We
use N to define a congruence ; on S by defining, for all x, y g S,N
x ; y m xN s yN. The quotient of S by this relation evidently defines aN
semigroup Sr; which may be viewed naturally as a subsemigroup ofN
Ž . Ž .GrN. We call the pair GrN, Sr; the quotient of G, S by N.N
Ž .A situation that we often encounter is an object N, N of GSgS
consisting of a normal subgroup N of G and a subsemigroup N of N l SS
which generates N as a group. In this case, ; can be characterized quiteN
simply within S itself: for x, y g S, define x ; y if N xN l N yN / B.S S s S
Then ; is the transitive closure of ; .N
˜ Ž . Ž . Ž .If u : G, S “ G9, S9 is a morphism of GSg and u G is a normal
˜Ž . Ž Ž . .subgroup of G9, then we define coker u [ G9ru G , S9r; .u ŽG.
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In defining quotients in this way we have taken the most straightforward
approach possible within the category GSg. However, in defining positive
Ž .K semigroups especially K there are other possibilities, particularly if1
we extend to the category whose objects are pairs consisting of a group G,
a semigroup S, and a semigroup homomorphism of S into G. We do not
pursue this situation here, since for K-theory over fields and rings of
integers it does not seem to be necessary.
3. RINGS WITH POSITIVE CONES
Let R be a commutative ring. In this paper, all rings are assumed to be
Ž .rings with identity, 1 different from 0 , and all ring homomorphisms areR R
required to map the identity elements to the identity elements. In particu-
lar, subrings are defined so that the inclusion maps are ring homomor-
phisms. We denote by R= the set of all invertible elements in R, and by
Rv the set of all nonzero elements in R.
A subset R of R is called a positi¤e cone of R if the following fourq
conditions are satisfied:
Ž .PC1 0 , 1 g R ,R R q
Ž .PC2 R q R ; R ,q q q
Ž .PC3 R R ; R ,q q q
Ž .PC4 R generates R as a group under addition.q
v  4 = =Then, we define R s R _ 0 and R s R l R . Let RPC be theq q q q
Ž .category whose objects R, R are pairs consisting of a commutative ringq
R and a positive cone R of R, and whose morphisms are ring homomor-q
phisms mapping positive cones into positive cones.
Ž X . Ž .A sub-object R9, R of an object R, R is defined by the followingq q
two conditions:
Ž .SR1 R9 is a subring of R,
Ž . XSR2 R is a subset of R .q q
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLES. 1 F, F , where F is a field and F is the set ofq q
non-negative elements of a total ordering on F that makes F into an
ordered field;
Ž . Ž .  42 F, F , where F is an algebraic number field, m , . . . , m is aqq 1 m
set of distinct embeddings of F into R over Q, assumed to be non-empty,
 Ž . 4and F s a g F ‹ m a g R for i s 1, . . . , m ;qq i q
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 O , O , where F is as in 2 , and O is the ring of integers inF F , qq F
F, and O s O l F ;F , qq F qq
Ž . Ž ŽŽ .. ŽŽ .. . Ž Ž . Ž . . ŽŽ ..4 R t , R t and R t , R t , where R t is the field ofq q
ŽŽ ..  4  ŽŽ ..formal Laurent series in t over R and R t s 0 j f g R t ‹ theq
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4 Ž .lowest coefficient of f is positive , and R t is the field of rational
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .. Ž w x.functions in t over R and R t s R t l R t see 6 ;q q
Ž . Ž w y1 x w y1 x . Ž w x w x . w y1 x5 R t, t , R t, t and R t , R t , where R t, t is the ring ofq q
w xLaurent polynomials in t over R and R t is the ring of polynomials in t
w y1 x w y1 x ŽŽ .. w x w x ŽŽ ..over R, and R t, t s R t, t l R t and R t s R t l R t ;q q q
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .6 R X , R X , where X is a topological space and R X is theq
Ž .  4 ring of all continuous functions of X into R, and R X s 0 j f gq
Ž . Ž . 4R X ‹ f x ) 0 for all x g X ;
Ž .7 R is a ring and R s R.q
4. TOTALLY POSITIVE MATRICES AND
EXTERIOR ALGEBRAS
In this section we introduce the notion of totally positive matrices for
rings with positive cones. We also give an interpretation of this in terms of
exterior algebras that makes it clear why the totally positive elements form
a semigroup.
Ž . Ž .Let R, R be an object of RPC, and let M n, R be the matrix algebraq
over R consisting of all n = n matrices with coefficients in R. We denote
Ž .by E the matrix unit with 1 in the i, j -position 0 elsewhere, by I thei j
Ž .identity matrix E q E q ??? qE , and by D d , . . . , d the diagonal11 22 nn 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .matrix with d in the i, i -position. For each A s a g M n, R and fori i j
each 1 F k F n, we choose 1 F i - i - ??? - i F n and 1 F j - j -1 2 k 1 2
??? - j F n, and construct the k = k submatrixk
i ??? i1 kA s a g M k , R , 1Ž . Ž .Ž .l˜mž /j ??? j1 k
where a s a for all 1 F l, m F k. And also, we define the corre-l˜m i , jl m
sponding k = k minor of A:
i ??? i i ??? i1 k 1 kA s det A g R . 2Ž .ž /j ??? j j ??? j1 k 1 k
Ž . Ž .Let TP n, R, R be the subset of M n, R consisting of matrices Aq
Ž .with the property that all minors of A belong to R , and let STP n, R, Rq q
Ž .be the subset of M n, R consisting of matrices A with the property that
v Ž .all minors of A belong to R . An element of TP n, R, R is calledq q
Ž .totally positi¤e, and an element of STP n, R, R is called strictly totallyq
positi¤e. As important examples we have:
LEMMA 1. Let r, r , . . . , r g R and 1 F i / j F n.1 n
Ž . Ž .1 I q rE g TP n, R, R if r g R and i y j s "1.i j q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 D r , . . . , r g TP n, R, R if and only if r , . . . , r g R .1 n q 1 n q
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Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .3 Suppose R l yR s 0 . Then, I q rE g TP n, R, R if andq q i j q
only if r g R and i y j s "1.q
 4Let V be the free R-module with free basis elements e , . . . , e . Let1 n
n
kL s L V s L V 3Ž . Ž . Ž .[
ks0
0Ž . kŽ .be the exterior algebra of V over R, where L V s R ? 1 , R, and L V
has a basis
e n ??? n e ‹ 1 F i - ??? - i F n . 4 4 Ž .i i 1 k1 k
Let
C s R ? 1 q R e n ??? n e , 5Ž .Ž .Ýq q i i1 k
1FkFn
1Fi - ??? -i Fn1 k
Ž .which we call the fundamental cone of L for R, R , and letq
n
v vC s R e n ??? n e . 6Ž .Ž .D Ý q i i1 k
ks0 1Fi - ??? -i Fn1 k
˜Let A be the R-module endomorphism of V defined by a matrix A g
˜Ž . Ž .M n, R . Then A extends uniquely to an algebra endomorphism of L V
into itself. Then, since
j ??? j1 kA˜ e n e n ??? n e s A e n ??? n e ,Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j j1 2 k 1 ki ??? i1 k1Fj - ??? -j Fn1 k
7Ž .
we obtain the following.
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let R, R be an object of RPC.q
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .1 A g TP n, R, R if and only if A C ; C.q
Ž . Ž .2 TP n, R, R is a semigroup under matrix multiplication.q
Ž . Ž .3 If A, B g TP n, R, R and r g R , then rA, A q B gq q
Ž .TP n, R, R .q
Ž .LEMMA 3. Let R, R be an object of RPC.q
˜ vŽ . Ž . Ž .1 A g STP n, R, R if and only if A e n e n ??? n e g Cq i i i1 2 k
for all 1 F i - i - ??? - i F n.1 2 k
Ž . v v v Ž . v2 Suppose R R ; R . If A g STP n, R, R and r g R , thenq q q q q
Ž .rA g STP n, R, R .q
Ž . v v v Ž .  43 Suppose R R ; R and R l yR s 0 . If A gq q q q q
˜ v vŽ . Ž .STP n, R, R , then A C ; C .q
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Ž . Ž .  4LEMMA 4. Let R, R be an object of RPC. Suppose R l yR s 0 .q q q
Ž . Ž .If A g TP n, R, R and B g STP n, R, R , then A q B gq q
Ž .STP n, R, R .q
Ž . v v vLEMMA 5. Let R, R be an object of RPC. Suppose R R ; R , andq q q q
Ž .  4 Ž .R l yR s 0 . Then, STP n, R, R is a semigroup under matrix multi-q q q
plication.
Ž . Ž .5. K R, R AND K R, R1 q 2 q
Ž .Let R, R be an object of RPC. Then we putq
GL n , R s A g M n , R ‹ det A g R= , 4Ž . Ž .
8Ž .
GL n , R , R s GL n , R l TP n , R , R .Ž . Ž . Ž .q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then GL n, R is a group, GL n, R, R is a subsemigroup of GL n, Rq
Ž Ž . Ž ..and GL n, R , GL n, R, R is an object in GSg.q
Ž .Now we want to define the Steinberg group St n, R and the positive
Ž .Steinberg semigroup St n, R, R .q
Ž .DEFINITION 1. The Steinberg group St n, R is the group generated by
Ž .the symbols x r , for all 1 F i / j F n and r g R, with the definingi j
Ž w x.relations cf. 10
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ST1 x r x r 9 s x r q r 9 ,i j i j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ST2 x r x r 9 s x r 9 x r if i / l, j / k,i j k l k l i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ST3 x r x r 9 s x rr 9 x r 9 x r if i / k,i j jk ik jk i j
Ž . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž . Ž y2 . Ž . Ž y1 .ST4 x u x yu x r s x yu r x u x yui j ji i j ji i j ji
for r, r 9 g R and u g R=.
Define the auxiliary symbols:
w u s x u x yuy1 x u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j ji i j
h u s w u w y1 , 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j i j
y1 4u , ¤ s h u h ¤ h u¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j i j i j
 4 Ž .  4  4Then u, ¤ is central in St n, R , u, ¤ s u, ¤ for all 1 F i / j F ni j i j k l
 4  4y1and 1 F k / l F n if n G 3, and u, ¤ s ¤ , u if n s 2. Hence, we12 21
 4  4define the Steinberg symbols u, ¤ s u, ¤ .12
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Ž .DEFINITION 2. The positive Steinberg semigroup St n, R, R is de-q
Ž .fined to be the subsemigroup of St n, R generated by
 4x r , h t , u , ¤ , h u , x r 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iq1, i iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1
for all r g R and t, u, ¤ g R= and for all 1 F i F n y 1.q q
Ž . ŽNote that St n, R, R is defined as a semigroup though it is clearly aq
. Ž Ž . Ž ..monoid and, in particular, the pair St n, R , St n, R, R is an object ofq
Ž . Ž .GSg. Furthermore, because of assumption PC4 , St n, R, R generatesq
Ž .St n, R as a group.
It is easily confirmed that the I q rE with r g R and 1 F i / j F ni j
Ž . Ž .satisfy the relations corresponding to ST1 ] ST4 , and we have the
Ž . Ž .canonical group homomorphism, f , from St n, R into GL n, R withn
f x r s I q rE ,Ž .Ž .n i j i j
f h t s D d , d , . . . , d with d s 1 k / i , j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n i j 1 2 n k 11Ž .
d s t , d s ty1i j
= ˜< Ž .for all r g R and t g R . We put f s f . Then, f [ f , fSt Žn, R , R .n n n n nq
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..is a morphism of St n, R , St n, R, R to GL n, R , GL n, R, R .q q
Ž .Then, we define for n G 3
˜ ˜E f s im f ,Ž . Ž .n n
˜ ˜K f s coker f , 12Ž .Ž . Ž .1 n n
˜ ˜K f s ker f .Ž . Ž .2 n n
This then gives rise to the groupsrsubsemigroups:
E n , R s im f ,Ž . Ž .n
E n , R , R s im f ,Ž . Ž .q n
K n , R s GL n , R rE n , R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1
K n , R , R s GL n , R , R r; ,Ž . Ž .1 q q EŽn , R.
13Ž .
K n , R s ker f ,Ž .2 n
K n , R , R s ker f .Ž . Ž .2 q n
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For the ring R itself, these definitions are just the ordinary ones. It is for
the relative situation in which R is included that we have new objects.q
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.We note that E n, R is normal in GL n, R for n G 3 cf. 11 .
Ž . Ž .We have the canonical inclusion of GL n, R into GL n q 1, R with
A 0Ž . Ž .A ‹ . Similarly we define a canonical homomorphism St n, R into0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .St n q 1, R by x r ‹ x r for all 1 F i / j F n - n q 1. Both thesei j i j
mappings respect the positive semigroups that have defined. Thus, as
expected, we construct their direct limits
GL R s lim GL n , R ,Ž . Ž .
GL R , R s lim GL n , R , R ,Ž . Ž .q q
St R s lim St n , R ,Ž . Ž .
14Ž .
St R , R s lim St n , R , RŽ . Ž .q q
for which we have the commutative diagram in GSg,
f
St R , R “ GL R , RŽ . Ž .q q
. 15Ž .x x
St R “ GL RŽ . Ž .
f
Finally we define
E R s im f ,Ž . Ž .
E R , R s im f ,Ž . Ž .q
K R s GL R rE R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1
K R , R s GL R , R r; ,Ž . Ž .1 q q EŽR.
16Ž .
K R s ker f ,Ž . Ž .2
K R , R s ker f .Ž . Ž .2 q
Ž . Ž .Both K R and K R are the standard ones. Here, our interest is in1 2
Ž . Ž .K R, R and K R, R and the relation between1 q 2 q
K R , R and K R 17Ž . Ž . Ž .1 q 1
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and between
K R , R and K R . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .2 q 2
6. THEOREMS
 y1 v 4THEOREM 1. Let F be a field, and F a positi¤e cone with r ‹ r g Fq q
v Ž .  4s F and F l yF s 0 . Then:q q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Let St be the subsemigroup of St F, F generated by h t0 q i, iq1
 4 =and u, ¤ for all t, u, ¤ g F and for all i. Then St is a group.q 0
Ž . Ž .2 St F, F s St St St s St St St , where St is the subsemi-q y 0 q q 0 y q
Ž . Ž .group of St F, F generated by x r for all r g F and for all i, andq i, iq1 q
Ž . Ž .St is the subsemigroup of St F, F generated by x r for all r g Fy q iq1, i q
and for all i.
Ž . X X X X  4 X3 If z z z s z z z with z , z g St and e g ", 0 , then z s z. 0 " . 0 " e e e e e
for all e .
Ž .4 E¤ery element of St can be written uniquely in the form0
h t h t ??? h t z , 19Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .i , i q1 i i , i q1 i i , i q1 i1 1 1 2 2 2 l l l
where 1 F i - i - ??? - i and t g F for all 1 F m F l, and z g1 2 l i qm
Ž .K F, F .2 q
Ž . Ž .  45 K F, F is generated by the set of all u, ¤ , u, ¤ g F , and2 q q
Ž .K F, F is a group.2 q
THEOREM 2. Let F be an ordered field, with F the cone of non-negati¤eq
Ž . Ž .  4elements; i.e., F s F j yF and F l yF s 0 . Then:q q q q
Ž .1 We obtain the isomorphism
K F , Z [ K F , F 20Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 q
as groups.
Ž . Ž .2 The group K F, F has a Matsumoto-type presentation; that is,2 q
Ž . w x =K F, F is generated by the symbols u, ¤ for all u, ¤ g F with the2 q q
defining relations
w xu , ¤ is bimultiplicati¤e,
w xu , ¤ s 1 if u q ¤ s 1, 21Ž .
w x w xu , ¤ ¤ , u s 1
as an abelian group.
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COROLLARY 1.
K R t , Z [ K R t , R t 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q2 2 2
and
K R t , Z [ K R t , R t . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q2 2 2
Ž ŽŽ .. ŽŽ .. . Ž Ž . Ž . .And also, both K R t , R t and K R t , R t ha¤e Matsumoto-type2 q 2 q
presentations in the abo¤e sense.
THEOREM 3. Let d ) 0 be a square-free positi¤e rational integer, and let
'Ž .F s Q d be the real quadratic number field o¤er Q and O the ring ofF
integers of F. Let F denote the set of totally positi¤e elements of F togetherqq
 4with 0 .
Ž .1 We obtain the isomorphism
K F , Z [ Z [ K F , F 24Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 qq
as groups.
Ž . Ž .2 The group K F, F has a Matsumoto-type presentation; pre-2 qq
Ž . ww xx ww xxcisely, K F, F is generated by the symbols t and u, ¤ for all2 qq
t, u, ¤ g F with the defining relationsqq
w xu is multiplicati¤e,
w x w xdu s u ,
w xu , ¤ is bimultiplicati¤e,
w xu , ¤ s 1 if u q ¤ s 1, 25Ž .
w x w xu , ¤ ¤ , u s 1,
2w x w xu s d , u ,
'w x w x¤ u , ¤ s 1 if d u q ¤ s 1
as an abelian group.
Ž .3 If the norm of the fundamental unit « of O is y1, then we obtainF
K OŽ .2 F =1 “ “ K F , F “ O rp “ 1, 26Ž . Ž . Ž .[2 qq F² : 4  4y1, y1 , « , « p
which is exact as a sequence of groups, where the sum runs o¤er all the
non-tri¤ial prime ideals of O .F
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Ž .4 In particular, if d s 2, 5, 13, then
K F , K O [ K F , F 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 F 2 qq
and
=K F , F , O rp . 28Ž . Ž . Ž .[2 qq F
p
LEMMA 6. Let F be an algebraic number field, and suppose that
 4m , . . . , m is a set of m distinct embeddings of F into R o¤er Q with1 m
Ž .m ) 0. Then there exist a , . . . , a g F satisfying the property that m a - 01 m j j
Ž .  4  4and m a ) 0 for all 1 F i / j F m. Furthermore a , a , . . . , a , aj i 1 1 m m
generate an elementary abelian 2-group of rank m.
THEOREM 4. Let F be a real algebraic number field, and suppose that
 4m , . . . , m is a set of m distinct embeddings of F into R o¤er Q with1 m
Ž .m ) 0. We choose a , . . . , a g F satisfying the property that m a - 01 m j j
Ž .  Ž .and m a ) 0 for all 1 F i / j F m. Let F s ¤ g F ‹ m ¤ G 0 for allj i qq i
41 F i F m . Then we obtain the isomorphism
m
K F , Z [ NŽ . Ž .2 2
as groups, where N is the abelian group presented by the generators
²² :: ²² :: ²² ::) , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ 9i , j k
for all 1 F i F j F m, 1 F k F m, and ¤ , ¤ 9 g F v , and by the definingqq
relations
²² ::2 ²² 2:: ²² y2 ::) s a s a ,i , j i jj i
²² ::¤ is multiplicati¤e,k
²² ::2 ²² 2 ::¤ s a , ¤ ,k k





i « jP ) ? P )i , j i , jiF j i- j
²² ::«k ²² ::y«
X
k ²² ::? P ¤ 9 ? Ł ¤ ? ¤ , ¤ 9 s 1k kk k
if a «1 ??? a « m ¤ q a «
X
1 ??? a «
X
m ¤ 9 s 1,Ž . Ž .1 m 1 m
X  4 vwhere « , « g 0, 1 and ¤ , ¤ 9 g F .k k qq
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Ž .THEOREM 5. Let R, R be an object of RPC, and let n G 2. Supposeq 0
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.that SL n, R s E n, R for all n G n for instance, if R is Euclidean 8 .0
Ž .That is, SK n, R s 1 for all n G n . Then,1 0
K R , R , R= 29Ž . Ž .1 q q
as semigroups.
COROLLARY 2. Theorem 5 applies in each of the following cases for
Ž .R, R .q
v Ž . Ž .F is a field, F, F an object of RPC, and F s F q yF .q q q
v F is a subfield of R, and F s F l R .q q
v Ž .F is a subfield of R, and F is as in example 3 .qq
v Ž ŽŽ .. ŽŽ .. . Ž Ž . Ž . .R t , R t and R t , R t .q q
'v Ž .O is the ring of integers of the real quadratic number field F s Q dF
with
d s 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, 29, 33, 37, 41, 57, 73,
Ž w x. =which means that O is Euclidean 1 and the positi¤e cone is O orF F , q
O= .F , qq
THEOREM 6. For polynomial rings, we obtain
=y 1 y1 y1w x w x w xK R t , t , R t , t , R t , t , Z [ K R, R ,Ž .Ž .q q1 1 q
30Ž .
=w x w x w xK R t , R t , R t , K R, RŽ .Ž .q q1 1 q
as groups, and
w y1 x w y1 x w y1 xK R t , t , Z [ K R t , t , R t , t ,Ž . Ž .q2 2 2
w y1 x w y1 xK R t , t , R t , t , Z [ K R, R [ K R, R ,Ž . Ž .Ž .q2 2 2 q 1 q 31Ž .
w x w x w xK R t , Z [ K R t , R t ,Ž . Ž .q2 2 2
w x w xK R t , R t , K R, RŽ .Ž .q2 2 q
as groups.
7. PROOFS
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1. Let K be the subsemigroup of St F, F gener-q
 4 =  4y1  4ated by u, ¤ for all u, ¤ g F . Then K is a group, since u, ¤ s ¤ , uq
 y14 Ž . Ž y1 .g K. Furthermore, u, u s h u h u impliesi, iq1 i, iq1
y1 y1  4h u s h u u , u g St F , F . 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 i , iq1 q
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Hence, all generators of St as a semigroup have their inverses in St and0 0
Ž .St is a group, proving 1 .0
ŽNext, we observe the following which is directly related to Dennis]Stein
w x.symbols introduced in 2 : for all a, b g F , b / 0, and for all i,q
x a x bŽ . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i
b a
 4s x h 1 q ab x 1 q ab, b . 33Ž . Ž .iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1 ž /ž /1 q ab 1 q ab
This is confirmed by the following calculations:
b a
x h 1 q ab xŽ .iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1 ž /ž /1 q ab 1 q ab
1 q ab 1 q ab 1 q ab
s x w y xi , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž / ž /b b b
a
=h 1 q ab xŽ .i , iq1 i , iq1 ž /1 q ab
1 q ab 1 q ab
s x w y h 1 q abŽ .i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž /b b
1 a
=x xi , iq1 i , iq1 ž /ž /b 1 q ab 1 q abŽ .
1 1 q ab 1
s x a x w y h 1 q ab xŽ . Ž .i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž / ž /b b b
1 q ab
s x a x b w yb x b w yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i iq1, i iq1, i i , iq1 ž /b
1
=h 1 q ab xŽ .i , iq1 i , iq1 ž /b
1 1 q ab
s x a x b w w yŽ . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž /b b
21 q ab 1Ž .
=x y h 1 q ab xŽ .i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1 ž /ž /b b
1 1 q ab
s x a x b w w y h 1 q abŽ . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž /b b
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1 1
=x y xi , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž /b b
y11 1 q ab
s x a x b h h h 1 q abŽ . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž /b b
y1s x a x b h 1 q ab h 1 q abŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1
y11 1 q ab
=h h h 1 q abŽ .i , iq1 i , iq1 i , iq1ž / ž /b b
1y1s x a x b h 1 q ab 1 q ab, h 1 q abŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i i , iq1 i , iq1½ 5b
1
s x a x b 1 q ab,Ž . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i ½ 5b
y1 4s x a x b 1 q ab, b . 34Ž . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 iq1, i
In addition,
x r x r 9 s x r 9 x r 35Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 jq1, j jq1, j i , iq1
for all r, r 9 g F and i / j, andq
h t x r s x t cŽ i , j.r h t 36Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , iq1 jq1, j jq1, j i , iq1
and
x r h t s h t x t cŽ i , j.r 37Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j , jq1 i , iq1 i , iq1 j , jq1
= Ž .for all r g F , t g F and i, j, where c i, j s d q d y 2d .q q iq1, j iy1, j i, j
Finally,
h t s w t w y1Ž . Ž . Ž .iq1, i iq1, i iq1, i
s w yty1 w 1Ž . Ž .i , iq1 i , iq1
2y1s h yt w 1Ž . Ž .i , iq1 i , iq1
y1y1s h yt h y1Ž . Ž .i , iq1 i , iq1
y1y1 y1 4s h t t , y1Ž .i , iq1
y1  4s h t t , y1Ž .i , iq1
y1  4s h t t , tŽ .i , iq1
g St . 38Ž .0
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Hence, we obtain
St F , F s St St St . 39Ž . Ž .q y 0 q
Since
x a x bŽ . Ž .iq1, i i , iq1
b a
 4s x h 1 q ab x 1 q ab, bŽ .i , iq1 iq1, i iq1, i ž /ž /1 q ab 1 q ab
b 1 a
s x h xi , iq1 i , iq1 iq1, i ž /ž / ž /1 q ab 1 q ab 1 q ab
= 1 q ab, b 1 q ab , 40 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .we see St F, F s St St St in the same way as above. This proves 2 .q q 0 y
Ž .Now we know that f gives isomorphisms of St onto f St ;" "
Ž . Ž .GL F, F . Consider a decomposition z z z in St F, F . Seen inq y 0 q q
Ž . X X XGL F, F , such decomposition is unique. Therefore, if z z z s z z zq y 0 q y 0 q
X X 4 Ž . Ž .with z , z g St and e g ", 0 , then f z s f z for all e . Hence,e e e e e
X Ž . Xz s z . Since St F, F has cancellation, we obtain z s z . Similarly, we" " q 0 0
X X X X  4obtain that if z z z s z z z with z , z g St and e g ", 0 , thenq 0 y q 0 y e e e
X Ž .z s z for all e . Thus 3 is proved.e e
Ž . Ž .Since the h t commute modulo K and each h t is multiplica-i, iq1 i, iq1
Ž .tive modulo K, and since K is central in St F , we see that every element
in St can be written in the form0
h t h t ??? h t zX ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , i q1 i i , i q1 i i , i q1 i1 1 1 2 2 2 l l l
where 1 F i - i - ??? - i and t g F for all 1 F m F l, and z9 g K.1 2 l i qm
If we apply the map f, we obtain the uniqueness of the i and t ;m im
Ž .hence z9 is also unique. This tells us K F, F ; K since2 q
K F , F s St F , F l K F s St l Ker f ; K .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 q q 2 0
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, K F, F > K is clear. Hence, we see K F, F s K,2 q 2 q
Ž . Ž .which implies 4 and 5 .
Ž .Proof of Theorem 2. We already know that, as an abelian group, K F2
 4 =is presented by the generators u, ¤ for all u, ¤ g F and the defining
Ž w x.relations cf. 7
 4u , ¤ is bimultiplicative,
41Ž .
 4u , ¤ s 1 if u q ¤ s 1.
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Now, we construct the abstract abelian group L by taking, as generators,
w x w x =the symbols ), ) and u, ¤ for all u, ¤ g F and, as defining relations,q
2w x), ) s 1,
w xu , ¤ is bimultiplicative,
42Ž .
w xu , ¤ s 1 if u q ¤ s 1,
w x w xu , ¤ ¤ , u s 1.
Ž .Then there is a group homomorphism, called p , of L onto K F such2
Žw x.  4 Žw x.  4that p u, ¤ s u, ¤ and p ), ) s y1, y1 . On the other hand, we
want to show that the correspondence p 9,
w x 4u , ¤ ‹ u , ¤
w x 4yu , ¤ ‹ u¤ , ¤
43Ž .
w x 4u , y¤ ‹ u , u¤
w x w x w x w x 4yu , y¤ ‹ ), ) u , u ¤ , ¤ u , ¤ ,
Ž .induces a group homomorphism, again called p 9, of K F onto L, so that2
Ž . w 2 x w x2L , K F . Before starting, we note that u, u s u, u s 1, and hence2
w 2 x w xu, u ¤ s u, ¤ . We will check
 4p 9 u , y¤ ¤ s p 9 u , y¤ ¤ 4Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
w xs u , u¤ ¤1 2
w x w xs u , u¤ u , ¤1 2
 4  4s p 9 u , y¤ p 9 u , ¤ , 44Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
 4p 9 u , y¤ y¤ s p 9 u , ¤ ¤ 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
w xs u , ¤ ¤1 2
2s u , u ¤ ¤1 2
w x w xs u , u¤ u , u¤1 2
 4s p 9 u , y¤ p 9 u , y¤ , 45Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
w x 4p 9 yu , ¤ ¤ s u¤ ¤ , ¤ ¤Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
w x w xs u¤ ¤ , ¤ u¤ ¤ , ¤1 2 1 1 2 2
w x w x w x w xs u¤ , ¤ ¤ , ¤ u¤ , ¤ ¤ , ¤1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
w x w xs u¤ , ¤ u¤ , ¤1 1 2 2
 4  4s p 9 yu , ¤ p 9 yu , ¤ , 46Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
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 4p 9 yu , y¤ ¤ s p 9 yu , y¤ ¤ 4Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
w x w x w x w xs ), ) u , u ¤ ¤ , ¤ ¤ u , ¤ ¤1 2 1 2 1 2
w x w x w x w x w x w xs ), ) u , u ¤ , ¤ ¤ , ¤ u , ¤ u , ¤1 1 2 2 1 2
 4  4s p 9 yu , y¤ p 9 yu , ¤ , 47Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
p 9 yu , y¤ y¤ 4Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
 4s p 9 yu , ¤ ¤Ž .1 2
w xs u¤ ¤ , ¤ ¤1 2 1 2
w x w x w x w x w x w xs u , ¤ u , ¤ ¤ , ¤ ¤ , ¤ ¤ , ¤ ¤ , ¤1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
w x w x w x w xs u , ¤ u , ¤ ¤ , ¤ ¤ , ¤1 2 1 1 2 2
w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w xs ), ) u , ¤ u , u ¤ , ¤ ), ) u , ¤ u , u ¤ , ¤1 1 1 2 2 2
 4  4s p 9 yu , y¤ p 9 yu , y¤ 48Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
for all u, ¤ , ¤ g F=. Thus, we see1 2 q
 4  4  4p 9 u , ¤ ¤ s p 9 u , ¤ p 9 u , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
for all u, ¤ , ¤ g F=. Similarly, we can obtain1 2
 4  4  4p 9 u u , ¤ s p 9 u , ¤ p 9 u , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
= Ž . =for all u, ¤ , ¤ g F . Also, if yu q ¤ s 1 with u, ¤ g F , then1 2 q
w x 4p 9 yu , ¤ s u¤ , ¤Ž .
w x w xs u , ¤ ¤ , ¤





Ž . =Similarly, if u q y¤ s 1 with u, ¤ g F , we obtainq
 4p 9 u , y¤ s 1.Ž .
Thus
 4p 9 u , ¤ s 1Ž .
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if u q ¤ s 1 with u, ¤ g F=. Hence, the p 9 induces a homomorphism, p 9,
Ž .of K F onto L. Clearly, p 9 is the inverse of p ; therefore p is an2
Ž .isomorphism of L onto K F . Furthermore, we see that L decomposes2
into the direct sum
L , L9 [ L0 ,
w xwhere L9 is the subgroup of L generated by ), ) and L0 is the subgroup
w x =of L generated by u, ¤ for all u, ¤ g F . Then, we also find that L9 is ofq
order 2, and L0 has the presentation whose generators are
w xu , ¤
for all u, ¤ g F=, and whose defining relations areq
w xu , ¤ is bimultiplicative,
w xu , ¤ s 1 if u q ¤ s 1,
w x w xu , ¤ ¤ , u s 1.
Thus p induces the isomorphism
L0 , K F , FŽ .2 q
and the decomposition
K F , Z [ K F , F ,Ž . Ž .2 2 2 q
Ž . Ž .which gives 1 and 2 .
Proof of Theorem 3. Let F [ F l R . Let n be the involutive auto-q q' 'Ž .morphism of F over Q with n d s y d , and let « be a fundamental
 Ž . 4unit of O with « ) 1. Then, F s u g F ‹ n u g F . We define aF qq q q
domain V in F byqq
V s ¤ g F ‹ 0 - ¤ - 1 - n ¤ . 4Ž .qq
Let t g F= . Then we choose a suitably large k such thatqq
0 - «y4 k t - 1 - « 4 kn t .Ž .
y4 k Ž . Ž y1 .y4 k Ž .Put ¤ s « t. Then, ¤ g F , and 0 - ¤ - 1 and n ¤ s "« n tqq
4 k Ž .s « n t ) 1, which implies ¤ g V. Now we have established
F= s « 4 k ¤ ‹ k g Z, ¤ g V . 4qq
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Let M be the abstract abelian group whose generators are the symbols
ww xx ww xx ww xx =) , t u, ¤ for all t, u, ¤ g F , and whose defining relations areqq
2w x) s 1,
w xu is multiplicative,
w x w xdu s u ,
w xu , ¤ is bimultiplicative,
w xu , ¤ s 1 if u q ¤ s 1,
w x w xu , ¤ ¤ , u s 1,
2w x w xu s d, u ,
'w x w x¤ u , ¤ s 1 if d u q ¤ s 1.
Ž .Then, there is a group homomorphism p of M onto K F, F with2 q
' ' 'w x w x w x w xp ) s d , d , p u s d , u , p u , ¤ s u , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all u, ¤ g F . Now we want to construct the inverse of p using theqq
following correspondence p 9:
w x w xu , ¤ ‹ u , ¤ ,
y1' w x w xu , d ¤ ‹ u u , ¤ ,
' w x w xd u , ¤ ‹ ¤ u , ¤ ,
y1' ' w x w x w xd u , d ¤ ‹ ) u ¤ u , ¤ .
Let us confirm that p 9 respects the right multiplicitivity
w x w x w xp 9 u , ¤ p 9 u , ¤ s p 9 u , ¤ ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
for all u, ¤ g F=.q
For all u, ¤ , ¤ g F= , we have1 2 qq
y1 y1' ' w x w x w x w xp 9 u , d ¤ p 9 u , d ¤ s u u , ¤ u ¤ , ¤ž / ž /1 2 1 2
y2w x w xs u u , ¤ ¤1 2
y1w x w xs d , u u , ¤ ¤1 2
w x w xs u , d u , ¤ ¤1 2
w xs u , d¤ ¤1 2
w xs p 9 u , d¤ ¤ , 49Ž .Ž .1 2
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y1' w x w x w x w xp 9 u , d ¤ p 9 u , ¤ s u u , ¤ u , ¤Ž .ž /1 2 1 2
y1w x w xs u u , ¤ ¤1 2
's p 9 u , d ¤ ¤ , 50Ž .ž /1 2
' ' w x w x w x w xp 9 d u , ¤ p 9 d u , ¤ s ¤ u , ¤ ¤ u , ¤ž / ž /1 2 1 1 2 2
w x w xs ¤ ¤ u , ¤ ¤1 2 1 2
's p 9 d u , ¤ ¤ , 51Ž .ž /1 2
' ' 'p 9 d u , d ¤ p 9 d u , ¤ž / ž /1 2
y1w x w x w x w xs ) u ¤ u , ¤ ¤ u , ¤1 1 2 2
y1w x w xs ) u ¤ ¤ u , ¤ ¤1 2 1 2
' 's p 9 d u , d ¤ ¤ , 52Ž .ž /1 2
' ' ' 'p 9 d u , d ¤ p 9 d u , d ¤ž / ž /1 2
y1 y1w x w x w x w xs ) u ¤ u , ¤ ) u ¤ u , ¤1 1 2 2
y2w x w x w xs ¤ ¤ u u , ¤ ¤1 2 1 2
y1w x w x w xs d¤ ¤ d , u u , ¤ ¤1 2 1 2
w x w x w xs d¤ ¤ u , d u , ¤ ¤1 2 1 2
w x w xs d¤ ¤ u , d¤ ¤1 2 1 2
's p 9 d u , d¤ ¤ . 53Ž .ž /1 2
Similarly, we obtain
w x w x w xp 9 u u , ¤ p 9 u u , ¤ s p 9 u u , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
for all u, ¤ g F=.q
='Next we check that if u q d ¤ s 1 with u, ¤ g F thenqq
y1 y1 y1' w x w x w x w xp 9 u , d ¤ s u u , ¤ s u ¤ , u s 1.Ž .
This implies that
w xp 9 u , ¤ s 1Ž .
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if u q ¤ s 1 with u, ¤ g F=. Finally we checkq
' 'p 9 u , d ¤ p 9 d ¤ , uŽ . Ž .
y1w x w x w x w xs u u , ¤ u ¤ , u
s 1,
' ' ' 'p 9 d u , d ¤ p 9 d ¤ , d uŽ . Ž .
y1 y1w x w x w x w x w x w xs ) u ¤ u , ¤ ) ¤ u ¤ , u
s 1
for all u, ¤ g F= , which tells usqq
w x w xp 9 u , ¤ p 9 ¤ , u s 1Ž . Ž .
for all u, ¤ g F=.q
Therefore, p 9 induces a group homomorphism, also called p 9, of
Ž .K F, F onto M. Clearly p 9 is the inverse of p ; hence2 q
K F , F , M .Ž .2 q
ww xxLet M9 be the subgroup of M generated by ) , and M0 the subgroup
ww xx = =of M generated by u, ¤ for all u, ¤ g F . Let u g F and writeqq qq
u s « 4 k ¤ with k g Z and ¤ g V. Then
4 kw x w xu s « ¤
22 k w xs « ¤Ž .
1 y ¤
2 kw xs d , « ¤ , 'd
g M0 .
Thus M s M9 [ M0, and M9 is of order 2 and we have
K F , F , p M0 , M0 .Ž . Ž .2 qq
ww xxWe see then that M0 has a presentation whose generators are u and
ww xx Ž .u, ¤ for all u, ¤ g F , and whose defining relations are those of 25 .qq
Ž .Hence, 2 is proved.
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Furthermore,
² : 4K F , y1, y1 [ K F , FŽ . Ž .2 2 q
' '² : ² : 4, y1, y1 [ d , d [ K F , F 4 Ž .2 qq
, Z [ Z [ K F , F ,Ž .2 2 2 qq
Ž .which gives 1 .
Since
=1 “ K O “ K F “ O rp “ 1Ž . Ž . Ž .[2 F 2 F
p
is exact as a sequence of groups, it is easily seen that the sequence
K OŽ .2 F =1 “ “ K F , F “ O rp “ 1Ž . Ž .[2 qq F² : 4  4y1, y1 , « , « p
Ž .is also exact if the norm of « is y1. This proves 3 .
In case of d s 2, 5, 13, we obtain
K F , K O [ K F , FŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2 F 2 qq
and
=K F , F , O rp ,Ž . Ž .[2 qq F
p
Ž .  4  4 Ž w x.since K O is generated by y1, y1 and « , « cf. 15 .2 F
Ž .Proof of Lemma 6. We write F s Q g for some g g F, and put
Ž .g s m g g R. We may suppose g - g - ??? - g . We choose and fixi i 1 2 m
b , b , . . . , b g Q such that b - g - b for all 1 F i F m. Then we0 1 m iy1 i i
Ž .Ž .define a s g y b g y b g F for each i. It is easily seen that thesei iy1 i
a satisfy our condition. Using the group homomorphismsi
K F ‹ K RŽ . Ž .2 2
induced from the m , we obtain the nontriviality ofi
 4  4  4a , a a , a ??? a , a g K FŽ .i i i i i i 21 1 2 2 k k
for all 1 F i - ??? - i F m with k ) 0, since1 k
 4m a , m a s y1, y1 / 1Ž . Ž . 4j j j j
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and
m a , m a s 1Ž . Ž . 4j i j i
Ž .in K R for all 1 F i / j F m.2
Proof of Theorem 4. The argument runs by using the same type of
reasoning as in the proofs of Theorem 2 or Theorem 3.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 5. By the assumption, SL n, R is generated by
Ž . Ž .E n, R, R . Then, every element g g GL n, R, R is equivalent to someq q
Ž . = Ž . =D d, 1, . . . , 1 with d g R modulo SL n, R . Let d, d9 g R . Then, usingq q
Ž . Ž .the determinant map and using the fact SL n, R s E n, R , we see that
E n , R D d, 1, . . . , 1 E n , R s E n , R D d9, 1, . . . , 1 E n , RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
if and only if d s d9. Hence, in particular, we obtain
K R , R , R=,Ž .1 q q
as semigroups.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Corollary 2. In each case, we see SL n, R s E n, R for
n G 2.
w y1 x w xProof of Theorem 6. Since both R t, t and R t are Euclidean do-
mains, we obtain the results stated in the theorem from Theorem 5.
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